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NEW ZENITH



Being aware of your oneness with the world and everything in it, alteration of apparent 
recognition in all dynamics in business world is happened. A significance of functionality, high 
collaborative working environment and efficiency coaching are playing a bigger role in office.

Consequently, we are inspired by these issues to create serenity with aesthetic office 
atmosphere and enhance a supreme work performance. ZEN, a newly executive system 
with the bold, simple and solid entities—which is perfectly designed to complement an 
enlightenment.



STYLISH



Beyond the comprehensive ranges of furnishing solution, selectable ZEN is available to 
satisfy and support all expectations and the user’s lifestyle in working experience. ZEN 
ensures the user to work in a comfortable, appropriate and flexible environment with several 
purposes. Enthusiastically, ZEN conveys an elegant design via finely selected material.



SYNERGY



ZEN conference desk comes with a variety of sizes and finishes to respond your different 
levels of meeting. Starting from daily small meeting group to declaring strategic policies—
from 4 to 20 seats.



STORAGES
Wooden cabinets are available in variety of front options—wooden, glass or combination.  
Also, selection of height is available—2-, 3- and 4-shelf, to match with requirements. Mobile 
pedestals come with full extension steel ball bearing slides, the fifth castor at below front 
of steel drawer is fixed to prevent the tip-over when open the file drawer. It’s available for 
choosing in 2 heights—box/file or box/box/file.



DETAILS

1 VENEER TOP

Magnificence is expressed with a newly 
elegance and distinctive 36mm. thickness 
of selective veneer finishes. Preselected 
melamine finishes are also available.

2 COATED GLASS TOP

An alternative of 12mm. coated glass top 
in white or black are available in standard 
return desk.

3 RAISED WORKSURFACE

A stepped worksurface from return 
separates zones between daily working 
and extra-belonging—to keep both areas 
well-organized. A netbox axial comforts is 
provided at return top for power and data 
access.

4 CABINET COVER

Cabinet cover (top and sides) is designed 
in an extremely slim edge with the 12mm. 
thickness. It covers a single cabinet and 
set of cabinets, choices of selection.

5 INTELLIGENCE WIRING RACEWAY 
An intelligence wiring system is hidden 
underneath the worksurface, to deliver all 
wires and cables from wiring tray to floor, 
which make the working atmosphere looks 
more neat, harmony and aesthetic.  

6 INTELLIGENCE FLIPPER GROMMET

A newly designed aluminum flipper grommet 
for cable connection in a conference desk 
which comes with soft-closed mechanism 
to ensure smooth and quiet motion. 
Beyond it provides the flexibility for the 
user to gently open from both sides.
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THAILAND
294-300 Asoke-Dindaeng Road, Bangkapi, Huaykwang Bangkok 10320

TELEPHONE +66.2246.8888 FACSIMILE +66.2247.8899 www.rockworth.com
DOMESTIC: sales@rockworth.com INTERNATIONAL: intlsales@rockworth.com

UNLOCK 
YOUR 
POTENTIAL,      
ACCESS 
YOUR 
BEST
WORK



It has been over a few years that ROCKWORTH has studied the consequences to the 
environment caused by our business. The study is conducted not only within our organization 
but also to our customers, suppliers and other environmental specialists.

We understand the difference of steps toward the sustainable organization and realize that 
we can only achieve this by working together with everyone in our company. Starting from 
product design, production through delivery and installation.

In the journey of sustainable business and environmental friendly, we continuously focus on 
the following development and improvement.

• Our products meet or exceed applicable legal requirements and other requirement 
related to the environment aspects of the organization.

• We are continuously improving performance focus on preventing pollution, reducing 
waste and reducing consumption of non-renewable energy.

• We are implementing technologies to efficiently use of energy resources.
• We design, process and produce our products for the environment.
• We promote environmental knowledge and awareness.

STEP TOWARD THE GREEN



www.rockworth.com


